Biology NSF Fellowship Winners

Several Hunter College Biology students won NSF Doctoral Fellowships.

Winners

- Dina Buitrago
- Hila Chase
- Thomas Hart

Honorable Mention:
- Ariel Alexander Calderon

Dina (left) was a student in the [Hunter RISE program](#). In the Fall she will be going to UCSF for graduate work in Pharmacogenomics. Hila (on the right) was a student with the [Hunter MARC program](#). She is currently at the University of Montana. Thomas Hart (middle) was a Bioinformatics student who worked with professor [Weigang Qiu](#) and was in the [Macaulay Honors program](#). He is pursuing graduate work at Rockefeller University. Ariel (bottom right) was also in the [MARC program](#) and is at Stanford.